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Abbreviations
AGV
AR
ARC
BLE
BOS
BPMN
CAD
ECU
GmbH
GUI
KTL
M3RCP
MPMS
NN
PCB
PIN
R&D
ROS
SAG
TCP
VR
VWP
WoT-IL
WP

Automated Guided Vehicle
Augmented Reality
Arçelik
Bluetooth Low Energy
Bosch
Business Process Management Notation
Computer Aided Design
Electronic Control Unit
Gesellschaft mit beschränkter Haftung (company with limited liability)
Graphical User Interface
Electrophoretic cathode metal coating (translated)
Multi-modal multi-range communication platform
Manufacturing Process Management System
Neural Networks
Printed Circuit Board
Product Identification Number
Research and Development
Robotic Operating System
Siemens AG
Transmission Control Protocol
Virtual Reality
Volkswagen Poland
Interoperability Layer through Web of Things
Work Package
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Executive Summary
Pilot experiments have been previously described and analysed in the context of work
executed in the SHOP4CF work packages WP2 and WP3. The experiments have been
thoroughly reviewed and revised according to the following criteria:
 Human factors relevance and value
 Innovation and ambition
 Reusability
Most pilot cases have been extended and their scope has been broadened in relation to the
initially planned scenarios. Additionally, where possible, individual cases have been merged
under one common and more ambitious pilot scenario. Despite the extensive work on the
revision and extension investigation, it was not possible to refine two of the previously
mentioned use cases (ARC and VWP) to meet the above-mentioned criteria. The pilot
scenarios already defined for the two manufacturing end-users, still undergo revisions by the
SHOP4CF consortium with the aim either to extend them in way to satisfy the abovementioned criteria or to replace them with more matching ones. These will be reported in the
follow-up deliverable of WP5 (D5.2).
This report includes the description of the revised and extended experiments, the objectives
of the pilots related to the SHOP4CF project, the detailed scenarios, as well as the components
to be used. These will be the basis of the subsequent actions towards their implementation.
The pilots analysed in this document are:
 Arçelik
o Pilot 1: AR teleassistance for equipment maintenance
 Bosch
o Pilot 1: AR-enhanced manual assembly and collaborative product
transportation
o Pilot 2: Multiple-line material loading by shared autonomous mobile robot
 Siemens
o Pilot 1, with subcases:
 Subcase 1: Gearbox assembly
 Subcase 2: Robot training for part sorting
 Subcase 3: Frames manufacturing AR assistance
 Volkswagen
o Pilot 1: SKID management and maintenance optimization
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1 Introduction
1.1 Scope of this document
This document introduces the analysis of the pilot experiments which are planned to be
executed in the context of the SHOP4CF projects.
This analysis includes the following information:
 Constraints of the pilot experiments,
 Context and scope of the pilot experiments,
 Objectives of the pilot experiments,
 Detailed scenarios of the experiments, from the user perspective,
 SHOP4CF components planned to be used in each pilot experiment,
This document, even though provides information that is used in further work, does not
include a) in-depth technical specifications, b) feature-to-feature requirement analysis, or c)
user requirements. This is work performed under other project tasks, as explained in the
following paragraph, which in combination with this document, provide the detailed
specification and plan for the preparation and actual execution of the pilot experiments.

1.2 Purpose and relation to other work packages
The work on the definition of the pilot scenarios has started early in the project with weekly
meetings to initially define the concepts. Early work on the scenarios facilitated:
 The common understanding of the challenges within the factories and their limitations
by all technical partners, but it also helps the uncovering of ambiguities, omissions and
vagueness among the partners and with the pilots (stakeholders), resulting from WP2
and work on requirements.
 The organization and elaboration of the experiment proposals in an iterative process
to ensure that they best fulfil the requirements and expectations of the pilot factories
with the scope and objectives of SHOP4CF and the way they best demonstrate the
SHOP4CF capabilities.
 The decisions for the equipment procurement which need to be informed and justified
based on the experiment decisions.
 The work on module development, focused on the pilot scenarios, which provided real
cases to demonstrate early and ensured that the final system would have significant
value in manufacturing environments.
 The work on the integration planning and the first steps focused on real and complex
scenarios.
This document by itself does not provide the full technical specification of the pilot
experiments (i.e., components’ integration, detailed features to be developed, equipment to
be used), but it rather provides the user-perspective of the experiments and the functions to
be tested in a scenario format. This is intended to be used in combination with the work of
other work packages and especially the following outputs:
 D2.1 – Industrial requirements report: Describes the detailed requirements from the
user perspective, with a focus on human factors
 D2.2 – Usability and feasibility report of existing components
 D3.1 – Functional requirements specification: Describes the detailed requirements of
the SHOP4CF system
 T3.2 (internal document) – Existing components analysis
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The work in this document will be more in general used in the other related project work
packages, as follows:
 WP2: as input for the design and the execution of the evaluation.
 WP3: as input for the architectural design.
 WP4: as input for the specification of the individual components to be developed and
for the integration.
 WP5 (other tasks): as input for the technical integration and customization of the
components in the pilots.
 WP6: as input for the SHOP4CF testing of services.
 WP8: as input for the definition of the challenges in the Open Calls.
 WP9: as input for success stories and further dissemination and exploitation.

1.3 Structure of this document
The structure of the document is as follows:
 Chapter 1 includes the introduction of the document and the pilot experiments, in
terms of scope and relation to other project work, and constraints of the pilot
experiments analysis.
 Chapter 2 summarizes the components to be used in the pilot experiments.
 Chapters 3, 4, 5 and 6, include the analysis of the experiments planned for each pilot.
The analysis includes BPMN diagrams to illustrate the scenarios. These diagrams are
not communication or data diagrams, but describe the sequence of the steps of the
process at business level. Hence, not all components are included (e.g. middleware,
etc.) but only the ones that play the role of the ‘actor’ from the user perspective.
 Chapter 7 describes the coverage of these experiments to the SHOP4CF components
and the follow up activities.

1.4 Summary of pilot experiments
SHOP4CF consortium has concluded that the following pilot experiments will be executed:
 Arçelik
o Pilot 1: AR teleassistance for equipment maintenance
 Bosch
o Pilot 1: AR-enhanced manual assembly and collaborative product
transportation
o Pilot 2: Multiple-line material loading by shared autonomous mobile robot
 Siemens
o Pilot 1, with subcases:
 Subcase 1: Gearbox assembly
 Subcase 2: Robot training for part sorting
 Subcase 3: Frames manufacturing AR assistance
 Volkswagen
o Pilot 1: SKID management and maintenance optimization

1.5 References
The pilot use cases have been also analyzed in the context of previous deliverables D2.1 and
D3.1 from different viewpoints. The specification and description of the SHOP4CF
intervention complements the information included in these deliverables. The
correspondence of the pilots described in this document and how they are named in the
respective deliverables is given in
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Table 1.
Table 1: Use case references in deliverables D2.1 and D3.1

Naming in this document
To be revised or substituted
ARC
pilot
1:
AR
teleassistance
for
equipment maintenance
BOS pilot 1: AR-enhanced
manual
assembly
and
collaborative
product
transportation

Naming in D2.1
ARC: Automated, productspecific static equilibrium
correction
ARC: Remote support for
problem
situations
in
production
BOS:
Collaborative
transportation of products
between floors
BOS: Automated assistance
for worker in manual
assembly
BOS: Multiple-line material
loading by autonomous
mobile robot
SAG: Collaborative humanrobot assembly
SAG: Fluent robot teaching
process

Naming in D3.1
ARC:
Counterweights
matching
ARC: Augmented reality for
teleassistance
BOS:
AGV
for
agile,
collaborative transport on
the shop floor
BOS: Augmented reality for
support of manual assembly

BOS pilot 2: Multiple-line
material loading by shared
autonomous mobile robot
SAG Subcase 1: Gearbox
pilot assembly
1
Subcase 2: Robot
training
for
part
sorting
Subcase 3: Frames SAG:
Fluent
workpiece
manufacturing
AR measurement process
assistance

BOS: Shared Mobile robotic
arm to supply material in
loading stations
SAG: Gearbox assembly for
a medical device
Sorting
of
sparse
components for subsequent
automation processes
Pilot demonstrator using the
KUKA iiwa collaborative
robot
for
workpiece
measurement.
To be revised or substituted
VWP: Visual inspection of VWP: Visual inspection of
paint quality
the paint quality
VWP
pilot
1:
SKID VWP:
Predictive VWP: SKID management
management
and maintenance
maintenance optimization
To be revised or substituted
VWP: AGV trolley for VWP:
Intralogistics
of
transporting assembly aids reusable assembly aids
between individual stations

1.6 Updates on the previously planned pilots
Planned pilot use cases have been described in the context of the project proposal, as well as
the previous deliverables D2.1 and D3.1. During the specification of the actual pilot
experiments that will take place, the consortium has been thoroughly reviewed and revised
the pilot experiments, to fulfill the objectives of the SHOP4CF projects. The main drivers of
the changes applied are:
 Focus on the human factors: while SHOP4CF is concerned about resolving problems
faced by manufacturing SMEs, the focus is on human factor-related solutions and
improvements.
 Raise innovation and ambition: the SHOP4CF experiments should go beyond simple
problems that could be solved by an individual robotics integrator and also beyond the
demonstrations of previous R&D projects.
- 10 -
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Components reusability: the SHOP4CF pilots should demonstrate reusable
components, which, with the appropriate customization, can be applied in other similar
use cases.

Considering the above-mentioned criteria, the following changes in the planned pilots have
taken place:
 Cases to be revised in follow up activities:
o ARC
‘Automated,
product-specific
static
equilibrium
correction’/’Counterweights matching’ case needs to be revised as it is
currently too case-specific (calculation of center of gravity and static
equilibrium matching) which would be more appropriate to be solved by a
robotics integrator. SHOP4CF partners and ARC have worked together to find
potential extensions in the case:
 Identifying minor cracks and scratches in counterweights
 Improve actual repair work performed by the operators
 Tracking of counterweight parts within the factory
 Share information with external supplier
Even with the extensions, there were still issues like infeasibility or inexistence
of appropriate solutions or more importantly, main added value of the
experiment, which still remained in the technical challenge of the robot placing
the counterweights, and not the to-be-achieved human-oriented benefits. Even
though there is another pilot experiment for ARC, the consortium works on
finding a substitute use case in the ARC factory, which will better demonstrate
human factors-oriented innovation and components reusability. The new case
will be presented in the follow-up WP5 deliverable (D5.2).
o VWP ‘Visual inspection for paint quality’ case needs to be revised as it is not
ambitious enough for the project objectives. The consortium works on
extending the use case. If the case does not meet innovation and ambition
objectives, a substitute use case in the VWP factory will be demonstrated. The
new case will be presented in the follow-up WP5 deliverable (D5.2).
o VWP ‘AGV trolley for transporting assembly aids between individual stations’/’
Intralogistics of reusable assembly aids’ has been recently proposed by the
pilot, and due to the pandemic, it was difficult to analyze it for the quality
required for this deliverable. This will be analyzed, and if it is in line with project
objectives and within the scope of the SHOP4CF components, it will be
presented in the follow-up WP5 deliverable (D5.2).
 Cases merged:
o Two BOS pilots (‘Collaborative transportation of products between floors’ and
‘Automated assistance for worker in manual assembly’/’ Augmented reality for
support of manual assembly’) have been merged in one, more complex pilot.
The merging was possible as the cases take place in the same area, with some
tasks taking place in between (which are out of the SHOP4CF scope).
o All the SAG use cases have been merged under one common pilot. The pilot
reflects a demonstration setup, where the 3 use cases exist in parallel in the
same production area.

1.7 Addressing human factors in pilot use cases
The common design and evaluation framework for user studies will be developed in task T2.3
(Design and evaluation framework for user studies). The framework considers viewpoints of
human factors, such as user experience, user acceptance, usability, ergonomics, safety and
ethical aspects as well as the impact on work well-being and company benefit. In all pilot
evaluations, there will be a common SHOP4CF questionnaire, which is based on the
- 11 -
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framework. The common questionnaire ensures obtaining basic feedback related to all
perspectives of the framework. In addition, other data collection methods can be used in pilots,
based on the pilot specific human-centric aspects. The framework can also support the
design process. More information about the design and evaluation framework can be found
in D2.3 (Design and evaluation framework for user studies).

1.8 Constraints during the pilot scenario design
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, it was impossible for technical partners to visit the pilot sites
and perform a physical investigation of the problems to be addressed. The consortium
adapted the work in order to carry it out remotely with teleconferences and analyze the pilot
experiments. However, this introduces additional uncertainty over the results of the analysis
in terms of potential additional issues (like technology limitations) that are not identifiable by
the company users themselves. Therefore, the analysis here presents the results to the degree
possible with the current approach of remote work and may be refined in the context of T5.2,
in which the actual system deployment takes place. This includes also addressing human
factors in the experiments, as these might evolve and change following up with the updates
of the pilot cases.

- 12 -
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2 Summary of the components mentioned
To facilitate the understanding of the interventions in the pilots, a summary of the ones that
are mentioned and used in this document is shortly included in this chapter. A detailed
description of the components will be included in the SHOP4CF deliverables in WP3 and WP4.
This list is not exhaustive, and may be extended, according to the pilot updates that are
expected in the context of T5.2 work. Apart from the new cases that will be presented in D5.2
for ARC and VWP, additional components may be used also in the use cases described in this
document. These updates will also be included in deliverable D5.2.

2.1 Adaptive interfaces
The adaptive interfaces component creates user interfaces based on the information
collected from the production line devices and the user’s profile, skills and roles. By doing so,
relevant task and operation specific user interfaces are composed for the user, which also
take into account the skills and authorization level of the user. Figure 1 shows examples of
the user interface used for maintenance (developed in a previous project). It should be noted
that if applicable, a new implementation with different core functionalities may be developed
based on the pilot scenarios and requirements.

Figure 1: Adaptive interfaces: examples of not important (left) and important (right) notifications

2.2 Human-Aware Mobile Robot Navigation
Human Aware Mobile Robot Navigation in Large-Scale Dynamic Environments provides
navigation augmented through human detection and human-aware path-planning. The
component takes into account human presence, pose and gaze estimation to adapt the path
for minimum distance for humans, while it also adjusts the robot speed, through social
policies.

2.3 AR Manual Editor
Mixed Reality component simulator for operator training in customized product assembly
process, including recognition of objects, sequence of operations and AR guidance to
operators.

- 13 -
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Figure 2: AR Manual Editor

2.4 AR-based teleassistance
The AR-based teleassistance component provides communication between workers and
experts through video streaming and augmented reality indications supporting operators with
the maintenance and collaboration of working processes.

Figure 3: Using the AR-based Teleassistance component

2.5 AR for collaborative visual inspection/AR for task instructions
The component supports human workers by projecting visual patterns in the work cell.
Projected illustrations can take any form that contains helpful information for the individual
worker. For instance, visuals might be work instructions that guide the worker through the
assembly of a product, but also warnings, e.g. if a product is not assembled correctly. An
optional feature of this component is the use of cameras that provide both RGB and depth
information to evaluate whether the product is correctly assembled. We believe that the
successful deployment of our component will have the following positive impacts: (1) Working
instructions for human worker will drastically reduce training time for new human workers (2)
less incorrectly assembled products. The component requires a commercially available
standard projector, which must be mounted on the ceiling. Moreover, if the optional product
inspection is employed, depth cameras needs to be mounted as well. For example,
components/users can define the shape, color and position of visuals.

- 14 -
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Figure 4: Using the AR for collaborative visual inspection component

2.6 Dynamic task scheduling for efficient human-robot collaboration
The component improves the efficiency of human robot collaboration, by dynamically
assigning actions/tasks to human and robot, who work together in a collaborative space. First,
the task is divided into multiple sub-tasks that can be assigned to the human or robot. Then
the component dynamically decides which tasks the robot should perform next depending on
the current task the human is performing and where the human is in the shared workspace.
The component can check if the human is too close to the next robot task and switch to a
different safe one instead of waiting for the worker to clear the area. This increased the
efficiency of the robot and the overall task.

2.7 Forced-based assembly strategies
The component is based on a generic add-on force-control for classical industrial robots. The
ROS based control approach requires a force-torque sensor at the TCP and a ROS interface to
the robot. Innovative force-sensor based strategies are then used to fit two or more parts
together that require a snap connection. There are many different assembly strategies for
many different snap fit connections. The specifically needed strategy is learned by human
operators performing the task. This can be done with a ‘remote-force-controller’ and the real
robot or with a VR remote control in simulation. The human worker’s demonstrations are used
to train a deep NN to learn the human strategies and transfer them to the force sensitive
assembly robot.

2.8 M3RCP
The aim of the M3RCP platform is to facilitate the incorporation of current/future
wired/wireless IoT devices (sensors/actuators) in a factory or shop-floor setting, as well as
the required local wireless IoT communication infrastructure to connect such devices (e.g.
LoRa gateways, BLE gateways). The M3RCP platform will be used in SHOP4CF to translate
different sensor inputs into the unified SHOP4CF data format and expose that data on the
FIWARE context broker so that it can be used by other components.

- 15 -
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Figure 5: M3RCP component interface

2.9 MPMS
MPMS includes the functionality to design processes and describe agents, and execute in
automated way the processes by assigning activities to agents. It provides orchestration of
activities in a global level, i.e., covering all work cells/production lines of a factory.
MPMS supports dynamic agent allocation by selecting the best agents to perform a task for
most optimal utilization, exception handling on agent, task and process level, process
monitoring for a complete status overview of the manufacturing processes.
The process models included in this document use BPMN, which is the same that is used in
the MPMS component for the process design. However, it has to be noted that the models
included in this document are purposed to facilitate the better understanding of the process.
These need to be further modified in order to be executable by the MPMS engine, and to be
able to communicate with the other SHOP4CF components and actors.

Figure 6: The MPMS component monitoring dashboard (during process execution)

2.10 Multi-Modal Offline and online programming solutions
The main functionality of this component is to enable online/offline robot programming using
input methods based on human natural actions. By doing so, the human experts’ actions can
be captured and replicated by the robot. For the programming, the CaptoGlove1 smart glove
(for gesture recognition) is utilized with the left hand to send commands to the controller while
the Leap Motion Controller 2 is utilized with the right hand for the robots movement in
workspace Figure 7 shows CaptoGlove’s gestures and their functionalities (list not exhaustive)
developed in previous project. It should be noted that based on the pilot definition and
requirements (e.g., safety aspects and interfaces to other components), the utilization and
functionality of the tools might change.

1
2

https://www.captoglove.com/
https://www.ultraleap.com/
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Figure 7: Hand gestures for the Multi-Modal Offline and online programming solutions component

2.11 OpenWiFi
Provides low-latency network connectivity between WiFi enabled devices. Commercially
available WiFi devices (e.g. tablets/smartphones or even sensors) can be used in combination
with an openWIFI enabled access point, with much better control over the end-to-end latency.
It supports human workers on the shop floor by giving them real-time wireless control over
aspects such as process management, interactions with robots, collecting sensor data.

Figure 8: Functional positioning of OpenWiFi

2.12 Predictive maintenance
The aims of predictive maintenance component are to allow observation of relevant
properties of painting process in the KTL area and to identify problems occurring in this
process. The first aim is addressed by providing information required to visualize the status
of the painting process. Identification of problems includes detection of anomalous operation
and prediction of health status of so-called skids and pens/pendles used to transport car
bodies during painting process. By providing this functionality the component facilitates
prediction and management of maintenance needs of skids and pens/pendels.

2.13 ROS Monitoring
ROS2 Monitoring provides a graphical user interface to monitor ROS2-nodes. General
information about each node can be monitored, such as: parameters, topics, and log
- 17 -
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messages. The monitored nodes do not have to implement anything, besides being a ROS2node, as the monitoring tool uses generic ROS2-commands.

2.14 Visual quality check
The goal of this component is to design and implement dedicated models, including Machine
Learning models, for visual monitoring, image recognition and classification in quality
assurance on production lines, potentially both for product quality check and production
process and line monitoring. The functionality of the component should allow to automatically
detect product flaws such as paint coat flaws or inappropriately placed product’s parts on
assembly chassis or PCBs or help to improve capabilities of line maintenance crew by
allowing automatic detection of deformed line element like pendels or pans. The components
functionality will allow, for instance, to check that the parts placed in assembly process on a
PCB board match the PCB and product specification, and whether PCB is populated correctly
and (to some extent) soldered correctly.

2.15 VR for Robot and machine Monitoring and Training
Enables human’s remote visualization, monitorization and training of collaborative tasks with
robots at the same time.

Figure 9: VR for Robot and machine Monitoring and Training - simulation steps visually displayed

2.16 Wi-Pos
The Wi-Pos component allows the localization of assets, minimizing the infrastructure
installation costs by using a wireless backbone (instead of ethernet) and self-calibration
features. Moreover, the infrastructure can be battery operated for more than 1 year,
eliminating the need for power plugs and allowing long-term installations in harsh conditions.
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3 Arçelik pilot experiments
Arçelik produces home appliances and consumer electronics in a wide range of types
including:
 Built-in and freestanding appliances
 Small household appliances
 Consumer electronics
 Heating, ventilation and air conditioning
 Electrical and industrial components
 Ready-made kitchen and furniture
Arçelik products are sold worldwide, under 12 different brands (Figure 10), and it has 23
production facilities in different countries. The full hierarchy of Arçelik, following the IEC62264
[1] standard is illustrated in Figure 11.

Figure 10: Arçelik brands
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Figure 11: Arçelik company equipment hierarchy (IEC62264)

Arçelik consists of different branches, depending on the products produced and the countries sold. These include consumer electronics,
household appliances (washing machines, refrigerators, oven, dishwasher, dryers, etc.), heating and air conditioning, small household appliances
and other industries (e.g., compressor, industrial motor, motor pumps). Arçelik has branch factories manufacturing in the same product groups
in locations in different countries. At the same level, there are the non-technical departments that provide support across the product branches.
The pilot is focused on the technical support department, and more specifically in support provided in washing machine plants.
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3.1 Arçelik pilot 1: AR teleassistance for equipment maintenance
3.1.1 Context and scope
The second pilot experiment is focused on the work of the technical support team, and more
specifically in the support provided by the expert engineers located in the Cayirova/Istanbul
plant to the other similar (washing machine) plants, in other locations. When technical
problems in the production appear in the different washing machine factories, there are cases
that the local engineering team does not have the expertise to solve these problems. The
problem identification and resolving is done by the Cayirova engineers.
The focus of the SHOP4CF experiment is to facilitate this communication and enable faster
issue identification and resolving, with less manual effort.

3.1.2 Challenges and objectives
Currently, when a problem appears in the factory, the production is halted until this is resolved.
Factories other than the Cayirova plant have only maintenance engineers, who are able to
identify and resolve problems related to common technical and equipment issues. However,
there are cases when the problem is more complex. In these cases, the Cayirova engineers
need to be involved. Currently, Cayirova engineers try to support the other local engineering
teams by using common remote support approaches, like video teleconferences, phone calls,
etc., while the communication is time-consuming and not always successful. It is common
that they will have to travel from Cayirova to the other plants in order to identify and resolve
the problem.
The objective of the SHOP4CF experiment is to facilitate the communication in the support
provided by the Cayirova engineers to the local engineering teams of plants in other locations.
The following human-oriented main benefits are expected:
1. Optimization on the maintenance process [2], by reducing the time needed to identify
and resolve problems that cannot be handled by the local maintenance engineers.
2. Reducing the extra engineering efforts and additional costs (equipment transport,
personnel travel) [2], more specifically from the Cayirova plant to plants in other
countries, by decreasing the number of issues which require direct, on-site support. [3]
3. Minimization of the workers risks when performing maintenance tasks, by visually
illustrating the potential threats. [2]
4. Enabling the safe and efficient use of expert human resources [2], by reducing the
amount of miscommunication resulting from linguistic and cultural differences. [3]
Additional benefits include:
5. Reduction of production losses [2], expressed mainly as production downtime when
production equipment needs maintenance.
More specifically, the following human aspects are addressed:







Motivation
Communication; visual presentation (not language-based)
Decision-making; problem-solving
Learning, competence
Worker autonomy
Workload (mental)
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3.1.3 Planned intervention
In order to achieve the SHOP4CF experiment objective, the following interventions are
considered:
 AR to show instructions and notes in real-time video calls.
 See AR sensor readings (sensor values on the AR screen)
 AR/VR for guidance and training.
The ARC pilot 2 includes the following external actors (apart from the SHOP4CF system
components):
 Human actors:
o Expert engineer(s), who are members of the R&D design and manufacturing
department – Istanbul factory worker group. [2]
o Local maintenance engineer(s), who are members of the manufacturing
department – Romania factory worker group. [2]
The overall scenario is given below:
1. The Local maintenance engineer, using conventional communication means like
telephone or email, informs the Expert engineer that there is an issue with the
production equipment.
2. The Local maintenance engineer launches the AR teleassistance application, and
moves (physically) on the location of the equipment which needs maintenance or
fixing.
3. The Expert engineer launches the AR Teleassistance application and connect with the
Local maintenance engineer’s instance.
4. The Expert engineer points their device’s camera to the equipment.
5. The AR teleassistance shows sensor information on top of the Expert engineer’s screen.
The sensor values are retrieved by M3RCP.
6. The Expert engineer draws annotations and notes on their screen.
7. Annotations and notes are shown on the Local maintenance engineer’s screen,
positioned on the absolute location of the equipment, changing their screen location
as appropriate, according to the camera perspective changes.

3.1.4 SHOP4CF components to be used
The following SHOP4CF components will be used in this pilot:
 AR-based Teleassistance: allows remote parties to communication with AR notes and
instructions.
 M3RCP: Retrieve the readings from the sensors and forward them accordingly (i.e.
including a sensor identification, which is used to locate the sensor) for displaying the
values on the AR screen.
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4 Bosch pilot experiments
Robert Bosch GmbH is a multinational technology company, producing services and products
in a number of different sectors. The main ones are ‘Industrial technology’, ‘Mobility solutions’,
‘Consumer goods’ and ‘Energy and building technology’.

Figure 12: Bosch equipment hierarchy (IEC62264)

The Bosch pilot plant is located in Madrid, Spain, and produces different kinds of electronics
for cars, more specifically:
 Airbag sensors,
 Parking assistance sensors,
 Park pilot electronic control units
The 3 kinds of electronics are produced in 3 areas, each one consisting of similar parallel
production lines.
The plant is a part of the ‘Mobility solutions’ sector of Robert Bosch GmbH. There are other 3
‘Mobility solutions’ plants in Spain, while the rest of the sector’s plants are located in different
countries.
The first SHOP4CF pilot is focused on the Park pilot electronic control units’ line, and more
specifically in the component’s assembly workstation, where electronic components are
assembled on PCBs. Specific batches of assembled PCBs are also transported to the ECU
line, which is located in a different factory floor.
The second pilot is focused on the USS 6 line (ultrasonic sensors generation 6), across 8
different loading work cells.
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An illustration of the overall parallel production in the plant is given in Figure 13.

Figure 13: Illustration of the production in the Bosch plant
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4.1 Bosch pilot 1: AR-enhanced manual assembly and collaborative product
transportation
4.1.1 Context and scope
The first pilot is focused (1st part) on the ‘Produce PCB’ task, and more specifically in the subtask of assembling the components on the PCB (This is a sub-task included within the
‘Produce PCB’ task, not illustrated in Figure 13). After the follow-up tasks, the pilot is also
concerned (2nd part) about the transfer of the assembled PCBs to the ECU lined.
Currently, in the 1st part, the worker received the relevant electronic components that need to
be assembled and documented instructions on how to perform the assembly. The worker
follows the instructions to complete the assembly and places the finished PCB on the
soldering tool. After checking the quality of the soldering, the worker proceeds to the next part.
The work cell and its elements are depicted in Figure 14.

Electronic components
to assemble on PCB

Instructions

PCB board where electronic
components are assembled
Figure 14: PCB assembly work station

For the 2nd part of the pilot, the assembled PCBs are initially transported onto carts to an inplant intermediate storage area, nicknamed “supermarket” (Figure 15), following the lean
manufacturing terminology. A human worker takes care of fetching the carts from this
supermarket, and transporting them to the ECU line (task ‘Fetch PCB cart from supermarket’
in Figure 13).
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Figure 15: In-plant intermediate storage with carts ("supermarket")

4.1.2 Challenges and objectives
Currently the worker has to read carefully the instructions and understand the whole assembly
sequence and actions required. Then they have to perform the assembly sequence keeping in
line with the instructions. After the assembly is completed, the worker has to manually check
if the assembled PCB corresponds to the result on the instructions.
The current approach poses a significant cognitive load on the worker as they have to pay
exceptional attention continuously, in order to keep up with the instructions and ensure that
the correct components are assembled on the PCB in the correct sequence. Additionally, in
the end the worker has to manually check the correctness of the assembly. Due to this
cognitive load, errors could happen in this task.
Additionally, the transport of finished PCBs (depending on the final product to be
manufactured) has to be done between floors. This introduces a big amount of non-added
value worker time for performing manually these transfers. Additionally, in crisis situation, like
the COVID pandemic, the personnel is reduced, and it needs to even more focus on added
value activities instead of transporting items.
The objective of the SHOP4CF pilot is to release the worker from the cognitive load, and
ensure the correctness and quality of the assembled PCB, as well as take over the transporting
of assembled PCBs. The following human-oriented main benefits are expected:
1. Reduce time and hence human effort required for the PCB assembly
2. Improve ergonomics [2] and reduce the cognitive load of following written instructions
during the assembly
3. Reduce the experience and training required for the workers to perform this task, by
reducing the task complexity [2]
4. Reduce worker time in non-added value activities and focus on added value activities.
Additional benefits include:
5. Enhance the assembled PCB quality, by ensuring that the correct components are
assembled in the correct positions
6. Enable process optimization by tracking time required to assemble parts (current MES
is not able to track these times). [3]
7. Increase material and process traceability during transport. [2]
More specifically, the following human aspects are addressed:
 Workload (physical); ergonomics
 Workload (mental)
 Stress
 Acceptance; motivation (fear of losing jobs)
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Accuracy; human error
Human-robot collaboration: organization of work tasks after implementation,
situational awareness, fear of contact

4.1.3 Planned intervention
In order to achieve the SHOP4CF objectives the following interventions are planned:
 Show the sequence of task instructions to assemble the PCB step by step, utilizing an
AR solution.
 Visual check of the assembled PCB to ensure that the correct components are placed
on the correct positions.
 Navigate an AGV for the transport of assembled PCBs in the collaborative space,
ensuring the human personnel safety, but also the efficient transports without halts.
 Locate the current AGV position.
The overall process of the BOS pilot 1 is shown in Figure 16.
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Figure 16: Overall process of the BOS pilot 1
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BOS pilot 1 involves the following actors:
 Human actors
o Assembly worker: assembled the components on the PCB board and
transports the assembled PCBs on the follow-up steps.
o Out of scope resources: actually, a mix of human and automated actors,
execute the intermediate production tasks after the PCB assembly, up to the
placement of the finished PCB trays to the “supermarket”.
 Automated actors
o AGV: transports assembled PCBs from the “supermarket” to the ECU line.
A simplified description of the process, modeled in Figure 16, is given below:
1. The Assembly worker selects the type of PCB to assemble.
2. The AR for task instructions projects AR instructions for the assembly onto the working
desk, interacting with the Assembly worker.
3. The Assembly worker confirms the completion of the assembly.
4. Visual check checks if the electronic components are placed correctly.
5. If the components are not placed correctly, the AR for task instructions projects
corrective actions. Else the Assembly worker transports the assembled PCB on the
follow-up tasks.
6. Out of scope resources complete the follow-up tasks on the assembled PCB and
transport the assembled PCB carts to the “supermarket”. The number of carts in the
“supermarket” is tracked.
7. While there is at least one cart in the “supermarket” the AGV loads the cart and
transports it to the ECU line.
8. The AGV is able to navigate safely, avoiding obstacles and other human workers who
move around the shopfloor.

4.1.4 SHOP4CF components to be used
The following SHOP4CF components will be used in this pilot:
 MPMS: manage the task allocation and orchestration of all the different components
and actors.
 Augmented reality for collaborative visual inspection: shows step-by-step instructions
for the assembly sequence, projected on the real desk surface.
 Visual quality check: takes snapshot of the assembled PCB and collates with correct
snapshots to identify if the components were placed in the correct positions.
 Human-Aware Mobile Robot Navigation: navigate the AGV through the different floors,
in collaborative space, ensuring the safety of the humans and avoiding obstacles.
 Wi-Pos: Locates the current position of the AGV.

4.2 Bosch pilot 2: Multiple-line material loading by shared autonomous
mobile robot
4.2.1 Context and scope
The 2nd pilot at Bosch is focused on the USS 6 (ultrasonic sensors generation 6) production
area. The area includes 8 similar automated production lines, i.e. they produce similar but not
identical products. The lines are not utilized 24/7, but their utilization time depends on the
orders and the type of products that are required. Each line is fed with trays of parts, which,
again, are similar but not identical (Figure 17).
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Figure 17: Example of trays / loading task

4.2.2 Challenges and objectives
As the utilization rate of these lines is random, it is difficult to schedule specific resources for
taking over the loading task for these lines. As a result, the feeding task is performed by
workers, whose main responsibility is another production task. Additionally, due to the low
utilization rate, it is not justified financially to automate the feeding task with 8 robotic arms
(1 robotic arm in each line for feeding parts).
The objective of the SHOP4CF pilot is to use 1 robotic arm on top of an automated mobile
platform (AGV), which will be efficiently shared across these production lines. The following
human-oriented main benefits are expected:
1. Workers can focus on their main tasks in production, without taking over additional
tasks.
2. Relieve workers from stress caused by the need of ad-hoc scheduling additional tasks,
which are out of their main tasks.
3. Production engineer can have an overview on how automated and human resources
are used during the production.
Additional benefits include:
4. Efficient utilization of the equipment without compromising automation (1 robotics
arm and 1 AGV, instead of 8 robotic arms).
More specifically, the following human aspects are addressed:
 Workload (physical); ergonomics
 Workload (mental)
 Stress
 Human-robot collaboration: organization of work tasks after implementation,
situational awareness, fear of contact

4.2.3 Planned intervention
In order to achieve the SHOP4CF objectives the following interventions are planned:
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Allocate the loading tasks, in terms of managing the actors (automated and human),
ensuring the most efficient resource utilization.
Navigate an AGV, which includes a robotic arm on top of the platform, in the
collaborative space avoiding obstacles and humans. The objective of the AGV is to
move the robotic arm to the respective loading work cell, where loading task needs to
take place.
Locate the current AGV/robotic arm position.

BOS pilot 2 includes the following actors:
 Human actors
o Production engineer: inputs and manages (start, stop, manual task allocation)
the process.
o Loading worker: abstract actor that represents the human workers that can
take responsibility of executing the loading task, when the robotic arm is busy.
This job position is not currently assigned to one physical person, but workers
with different expertise may be assigned.
 Automated actors
o AGV with robotic arm: moves between the loading work cells to execute the
loading tasks.
o MES: informs about the need to execute the loading tasks, including
information like how many parts need to be loaded.
The overall scenario of the BOS pilot 2 is given below:
1. MES triggers a loading task to a loading work cell, by sending a message to the MPMS.
2. MPMS checks actors’ availability. I the AGV with robotic arm is not busy, it allocates
the loading task to it. Else it allocates it to the Loading worker.3
3. The actor to whom the task was allocated (AGV with robotic arm or Loading worker)
confirm the task allocation and execute the loading task.
4. When finished, the AGV with robotic arm or the Loading worker accordingly, confirms
that the task has been completed.
5. MPMS informs the MES that the task has been completed.
In parallel with the above, the Production engineer, is able to view, in a graphical web
interface (generated by the MPMS) the task allocation/progress (Figure 18,

6. Figure 19), and is able to start, stop, or override it (re-assign the task to different actor).

3

Interactions with the Loading worker take place through the use of graphical web interfaces.
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Figure 18: Example of process progress overview

Figure 19: Example of tasks list

4.2.4 SHOP4CF components to be used
The following SHOP4CF components will be used in this pilot:
 MPMS: manages the task allocation and orchestration of all the different components
and actors.
 Human-Aware Mobile Robot Navigation: navigates the AGV with robotic arm through
the different loading work cells, in collaborative space, ensuring the safety of the
humans and avoiding obstacles.
 Wi-Pos: locates the current position of the AGV.
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5 Siemens pilot experiments
Siemens is a multinational company with a range of activities in electrification, automation
and digitalization. Main SHOP4CF-related divisions include the Siemens DI (Digital Industry),
Siemens Corporate Technology and Siemens Healthcare.
The SHOP4CF activities are focused on the Siemens Laboratories (part of Corporate
Technology), where production facilities are tested before the deployment in the actual factory
lines. The Siemens pilot includes 3 sub-cases, where 3 different work cells will be tested, but
are merged in single pilot experiment, i.e., the experiment demonstrates a single production
area, where all 3 subcases need to take place. Hence, the objective is to evaluate both the
individual applicability of the SHOP4CF solution in the work cells, but also its efficiency in
managing the overall production in complex settings. The 3 different subcases are:
1. Gearbox assembly
2. Robot training for part sorting
3. Frames manufacturing AR assistance
Each individual work cell in the future real production deployment in the Siemens factory will
be part of a different production line setup. An example is given for ‘Gearbox assembly’ and
‘Robot training for part sorting’ sub-case, where it is part of a production line for health devices
(Figure 20).

Figure 20: Siemens equipment hierarchy, including 2 out of the 3 pilot work cells (IEC62264)

However, the SHOP4CF pilot will combine the 3 work cells under one common demonstration
production line (Figure 21).

Figure 21: Actual equipment hierarchy for the Siemens pilot in lab
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5.1 Siemens pilot, with subcases
5.1.1 Context and scope
The scope of SHOP4CF includes at top level the overall task management and task allocation
to automated and human workers. This includes the sharing of a robotic arm across the work
cells in a reusable approach (the same robotic arm performs different types of tasks).
In terms of subcases, the following scopes are included (Figure 22):
1. Assembly of gearbox for a health device
2. Robot teaching for sorting and picking electrical components.
3. Frames manufacturing robot calibration and inspection.

Figure 22: Illustration of the 3 subcases for the Siemens pilot

5.1.2 Challenges and objectives
As the SHOP4CF pilot experiment is done for future production lines, it is not possible to
indicate problems and issues in how production currently takes place for these specific use
cases. On the other hand, it is possible to completely design the work cells and how the tasks
take place from scratch, taking into account human factors already prior to actually deploying
the solutions to the real production environment.
Regarding ‘Gearbox assembly’, the task may not be completely automated, within timing and
quality requirements for production. Hence, a human worker should be involved in the actual
task. Some parts of the assembly overall tasks (Figure 23), are possible however to be
efficiently automated. Hence, the optimal solution for this task would be to include both a
robotic arm and a human worker to work on the same gearbox at the same time. Additionally,
training and experience needed for the human worker should be minimized.
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Figure 23: Gearbox assembly sub-tasks

Regarding ‘Robot training for part sorting’, this relates to sorting contact pads, parts of
electrical switches. For the autonomous assembly of those switches, the contacts must be
stored and placed in a well-defined position. However, the specifications of such pads change
quite frequently, and long time is spent by system integrators for teaching a new part. Hence,
a solution for simplifying this process is necessary.
Regarding ‘Frames manufacturing AR assistance’, a robotic arm is used to manufacture 3D
printed parts out of aluminum wire deposited on an aluminum substrate. Prior to the task, a
human worker must calibrate the robotic arm, by pointing the frame of where the
manufacturing should take place on the substrate. Without real-time instructions, it is difficult
for inexperienced workers to follow-up on the actions they need to perform for the robot
calibration. Additionally, they need to be able to inspect the frame that was identified by the
robotic arm after the calibration, as improper calibration could result in faulty manufacturing,
even out of the bounds of the substrate
The objective of the SHOP4CF pilot is to release the worker from the cognitive load, and
ensure the correctness and quality of the assembled gearbox, assist the human worker in
training the robot for sorting contact pad parts and assisting the human worker in calibrating
and inspecting the frame manufacturing. The following human-oriented main benefits are
expected:
1. Flexible degree of automation, based on human worker preferences and skills, and
taking into account performance and quality requirements.
2. Reduce cognitive load of worker on following up with the robot during the assembly
task, as well as for the robot calibration task.
3. Reduce stress of human worker in working collaboratively with the robot.
4. Reduce stress of human worker, by allowing the post-inspection and confirmation of
the correct calibration of the robot.
5. Reduce time and expertise required for a range of different tasks (collaborative
human-robot assembly, robot teaching, robot calibration)
Additional benefits include:
6. Automated generation of CAD model and grasping points for contact pad.
7. Reduction of time to setup machines for manufacturing.
8. Reduction of quality issues, relevant to improper assembly, robot teaching or
calibration.
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More specifically, the following human aspects are addressed:
 Human-robot collaboration: work task-distribution between human and robot, high
added value tasks for humans
 Adaptivity
 Human performance verification; feedback
 Worker autonomy
 Performance speed / time
 Accuracy; human error
 Learning; competence

5.1.3 Planned intervention
In order to achieve the SHOP4CF objectives the following interventions are planned:
 Manage the task allocation to human workers and the shared robotic arm.
 Dynamic task scheduling for collaborative human-robot gearbox assembly.
 Robot strategy for snap-fit components, to enable the automation of certain
assembly tasks.
 Virtual training for the gearbox assembly.
 Robot teaching using a specialized glove.
 Use AR glasses to display task instructions to the worker, for the gearbox assembly.
 Use a projector to display task instructions to the worker, as an alternative solution to
test for the gearbox assembly, and for the frame generation and inspection of the
frame created in frame manufacturing.
 Provide/monitor information and data from the components (e.g. percentage of
scanning of a part).
 Enable simple robot programming through a graphical interface.
 Optimize the positioning during the robot teaching for the automated CAD model
generation.
 Enable wireless communication between the robot and the PLC.
 Determine position of the mobile platform and grippers with the respect of the work
cell and the shop floor.
 Part optimal sorting and positioning using Reinforcement Learning
The Siemens pilot includes the following actors:
 Human actors
o Worker: executes the manual tasks: assembly in collaboration with the robot,
transports the mobile platform with the robotic arm in the different work cells,
and robot calibration for frame manufacturing.
o Cell programmer: teaches the robot how to grasp newly introduced contact
pads.
 Automated actors
o Robotic arm (on mobile platform): placed on top of a mobile platform (which
is manually moved), executes all the automated tasks across the different work
cells.
o Camera CAD generator: generates the CAD model of the part in its view, as well
as the grasping points.
The overall process of the Siemens pilot is shown in Figure 24.
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Figure 24: Overall process of SAG pilot – 3 different subcases actually run in parallel and tasks are assigned accordingly to resources
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A simplified description of the process, modeled in Figure 16, is given below:
For the Gearbox assembly:
1. The Worker selects the gearbox options for assembly.
2. The AR for task instructions/AR glasses projects AR instructions for the assembly onto
the working desk, interacting with the Worker. In parallel, the Robotic arm performs
assembly tasks collaboratively.
3. The Worker confirms the completion of the assembly.
For the Robot training for sorting:
1. The Worker moves robot using the specialised gloved to grasp the part.
2. The Worker moves the part grasped by the robot in the view field of the Camera CAD
generator.
3. The Camera CAD generator generates the CAD model and the grasping strategy for the
part.
For the frames manufacturing:
1. The Worker select the part to be manufactured
2. The AR for task instructions projects instruction on how to setup the frame by moving
the robotic arm.
3. The Robotic arm records the positions and generates the frame.
4. The AR for task instructions shows the generated frame.
5. The Worker confirms the correct frame generation.
6. The Robotic arm starts the part manufacturing.
Above all the subcases, SHOP4CF system manages how tasks are allocated to different
actors.

5.1.4 SHOP4CF components to be used
The following SHOP4CF components will be used in this pilot:
 MPMS: manage the task allocation and orchestration of all the different components
and actors.
 ROS Monitoring: allows monitoring of the robotic systems and related data, through
ROS.
 Dynamic task scheduling for efficient human-robot collaboration: dynamically assigns
tasks to worker and robotic arm.
 Force-based assembly strategies: based on force-control, enables robot to execute
difficult snap-fit tasks, utilizing machine learning.
 VR for Robot and machine Monitoring and Training: train human workers through VR
for the gearbox assembly subcase.
 OpenWIFI: enables wireless communication between robot and PLC.
 Wi-Pos: shows the current position of the robot and the gripper-arm to the employee
 Multi-Modal Offline and online programming solutions: allows the robot programming
using a specialized glove to indicate movements and gripper control.
 Adaptive interfaces: show worker-tailored information from system status.
 AR Manual Editor: visualize task instructions for the worker on AR glasses (HoloLens).
 AR for task instructions: visualize task instructions for the worker utilizing a projector.
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6 Volkswagen pilot experiments
Volkswagen group is one of the largest automakers worldwide with more than 100 factories
in 32 countries, and more than 600.000 employees
.

Figure 25: The 16 Volkswagen group brands

SHOP4CF focuses on the ‘Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles’, located in Poland. The two
factories produce mainly Volkswagen Caddy, Transporter and Crafter commercial vehicles.

Figure 26: Commercial vehicles (indicative) produced by VWP
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Figure 27: VWP equipment hierarchy (IEC62264)

The SHOP4CF experiment will take place in the Wrzesnia factory. There are 3 main production
areas, where all the produced vehicles need to be processed: 1) Welding shop, 2) Paintshop
and 3) Montage shop. Special vehicles (e.g., ambulances) have to be processed in an
additional ‘Customisation solutions’ area. There are various intermediate storage areas based
on car body type, and a large ‘Supplier park’ storage area, where incoming supply materials
are stored until fed in production. SHOP4CF focuses on the Paintshop area. Simplified models
of the overall and Paintshop production processes are shown in Figure 28.
The VWP pilot focuses on the prediction and management of maintenance tasks of the skids4
in the KTL area.

4

‘skids’ are the platforms on which car bodies are transported within the production line.
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a)

b)

Figure 28: Simplified processes of production in VWP: a) overall production, b) Paintshop area production
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6.1 Volkswagen pilot 1: SKID management and maintenance optimization
6.1.1 Context and scope
The first pilot takes place in the KTL area. Car bodies, placed on skids, dive into a pool of
chemicals, and through the use of electric current paint attaches to the car body. As skids are
dipped into the pool many times, disturbances in their conductive properties may occur, which
affect the correct completion of the KTL task, e.g., wrong thickness of the paint attached.
SHOP4CF pilot is focused on predicting and managing maintenance tasks of the skids, before
faulty results on produced car bodies appear.

6.1.2 Challenges and objectives
Currently it is not possible to predict maintenance needs for the skids. Problems are identified
only after they appear (wrong thickness applied) on the produced vehicles, and are managed
based on expertise of the workers.
The objective of the SHOP4CF pilot is to allow the prediction of maintenance of the skids, as
well as the management and optimization of the service tasks. The following human-oriented
benefits are expected:
1. Optimize the schedule and management of the workers who take care of the
maintenance tasks. [3]
2. Reduce ad-hoc maintenance needs.
3. Provide more information to operators, technicians and maintenance, hence enabling
more informed decision-making.
Additional benefits include:
4. Reduction of faulty produced vehicles
5. Reduction of skid breakdown, which could result in production stop.
More specifically, the following human aspects are addressed:
 Situational awareness
 Communication
 Decision making; problem-solving
 Worker autonomy

6.1.3 Planned intervention
In order to achieve the SHOP4CF experiment objective, the following interventions are
considered:
 Observe conductive and other relevant properties of the skids to identify anomalies.
 Provide information on the health status of the skids.
 Provide information on the skids, and more specifically:
o Program number and length of the bodywork
o Shape of the painting program, shown against the background of the model
program
o PENDEL number
o Skid number
o Car body PIN
o Painting current values
 Provide worker-specific information as follows:
o KTL operators
 Information about incorrect painting process
 Information about the ‘cage’ leaving the painting process
o KTL technicians
 Information about incorrect painting process via email
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Maintenance workers
 Notification that the damaged skid arrives at the storage site
 Alarms for identified faults
Manage the tasks that need to take place for maintaining the skids.
o



The overall process of VWP pilot 1 is given in Figure 29.
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Figure 29: Process of the VWP pilot 1
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The VWP pilot 1 includes the following actors:
 Human actors
o Maintenance worker, who performs the repairs on skids
o KTL worker, which includes KTL engineer and KTL operator, who work on the
KTL processing.
 Automated actors
o Skid transportation (conveyor-like) for car bodies.
A simplified description of the process, modeled in Figure 29, is given below:
1. The skid with the car body is dipped into the KTL pool
2. Predictive maintenance assesses skid’s health status
3. M3RCP shows relevant information on the KTL worker’s information screen
4. If the skid is ok it moves on to the follow up stages of KTL Trochtner and then to
storage. (steps 5 and 6 are skipped)
5. If the skid needs repair, the KTL Worker transports the skid to the Skid Repair Area
(SRA).
6. The Maintenance worker assesses if the skid can be repaired on SRA. If yes, it is
repaired and then moves on to the follow up stages. If not, Maintenance worker
transports the skid to the repair shop. If it can be repaired there, Maintenance worker
repairs it, and the skid moves on to the next stages. If the skid cannot be repaired it is
scraped in parts.
7. The KTL worker is informed accordingly, when the skid has moved on, out of the area.

6.1.4 SHOP4CF components to be used
The following SHOP4CF components will be used in this pilot:
 MPMS: Manage the orchestration of the components and the KTL and maintenance
worker tasks.
 Predictive maintenance: Processes available data to predict maintenance needs for
the skids.
 M3RCP: Collects data from shop-floor sensors and feeds them to other components
(Predictive Maintenance). It also provides an overview of skid-related data and health
status.
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7 Conclusions
7.1 Traceability of SHOP4CF components
While it has been already identified which components will be used in each pilot, during the
deployment execution refinements and additions of components may take place. Additionally,
the 2 new pending use cases will provide updated information on the use of the components
to the pilots. At the same time, additional components may be added in the existing pilots.
These updates will be presented in D5.2.

AR for collaborative visual inspection /
task instructions
Manufacturing Process Management
System (MPMS)
Dynamic task scheduling for efficient
human robot collaboration
Force-based assembly strategies for
difficult snap-fit parts using machine
learning
Human Aware Mobile Robot Navigation
VR set for Robot and machine Monitoring
and Training
Multi-Modal
Offline
and
online
programming solutions
AR Manual Editor
AR-based Teleassistance
Adaptive interfaces
Wi-Pos
M3RCP
OpenWiFi
Predictive maintenance
ROS Monitoring
Visual quality check

X
X

VWP
pilot 1

SAG
pilot

BOS
pilot 2

BOS
pilot 1

Component

ARC
pilot 1

Table 2: Traceability of SHOP4CF components to pilots

X
X

X

X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X
X
X
X
X

7.2 Follow up
In the context of this report, the pilot experiments, their objectives, the scenario and the
components to be used have been described. While the pilots have been previously mentioned
and analysed in work of WP2 and WP3, these have been reviewed and revised in order to meet
higher targets of human factors relevance, innovation, ambition and reusability. It was
assessed that 2 of the previously described pilots (ARC and VWP) do not yet meet these
criteria, and new cases or/and extensions will be introduced in the WP5 follow-up for the
complete description of these cases.
Additionally, for all the pilots, pilot case teams have been created to work closely on each pilot
experiment. The follow-up work is to define the customisation and technical details needed
for the involved components, to plan the deployment and execute the experiments (D5.2).
The pilot case teams defined are (first partner mentioned is indicated as the ‘case leader’):
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ARC pilot 1: TEC, IMEC
BOS pilot 1: TUM, TUE, FZI, JVERNE, IMEC, PSNC
BOS pilot 2: TUE, FZI, JVERNE, IMEC
SAG pilot: FZI/TUM/TAU (subcase leaders), TUE, DTI, TEC, IMEC
VWP pilot 1: PSNC, TUE, IMEC

Additional partners are involved in the team meetings, in order to identify more components
that could be used in these pilots.
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